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Expression
Sharing unique stories of special individuals

Connection
We are the bridge between three worlds:
Mental Health + Art + Community

Innovation
Fulfilling the needs in an innovative way
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Executive Summary
Imagine a little girl, drawing in a white room. She is

alone but does not feel lonely. She has her pencils with

her, she starts by drawing a dot, and then another one

and another one. She continues until the whole room is

filled with dots, it brings her peace. Tomorrow she will

start again. Nowadays, this girl is teaching us about

what creativity really means. Her name is Yayoi

Kusama: her innovative and unique approach to art

inspires people among generations all over the world

and became a source of inspiration for us too.

We keep asking ourselves - how many more great minds are out there? People with a unique

perspective who can teach us and guide us in the world of Art and Creativity? We want to

meet them and share their story with the rest of the world. We believe that Art is a much more

powerful tool of communication than words. That is how MindxArt.Lab begun..

Who are we?
We are a non-profit cultural association based in Luxembourg

which offers artistic workshops to the artists living in Mental

Hospitals.1

Luxembourg and its cultural associations, as well as mental health institutions, both need a

redefinition and a new approach, albeit for different scopes. This is where our association

comes in, bringing these two worlds together and creating a network of mutual

opportunities. Our Project covers the need of connecting with people and sharing the

experience in order to learn from each other, especially from people with unique and

non-obvious views of the world. We seek the diverse creativity of genius minds to make a

social impact on the community level and in the art sector. We aspire to have a direct social

effect by contributing to a better knowledge of how differences in perception and sensitivity

can lead to a raise awareness of one's full potential as a human being. This action will also

lead to an indirect impact: raising mental health awareness and modifying the audience's

viewpoint by being of assistance in developing a different perspective of the world.

1 See Annex 1.1 p.3 for further information.
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How?
By organising weekly artistic workshops (painting, drawing, performance) with 3 Artists and

10 Participants with the collaboration of Centre Hospitalier Neuro - Psychiatrique (CHNP) of

Luxembourg and three cultural events per year: 2 art exhibitions and 1 performance.

Our activities will be possible thanks to a network of diverse partners: cultural institutions and

Mental Hospitals in Luxembourg that will provide us with the required space, resources and

participants to launch a major project together, artistically animating their centres.

Mission
Learning about creativity from
amazing minds who have unique
worldviews in order to connect
them with the art world and convey
their perspective to the rest of the
world by shifting people's
perception of art.

Vision
Creating a Cultural Space where
creativity and normality can be
redefined, taking away the stigma
from what is seen as ‘’being ill’’
and contributing to a new
concept of diversity
and cohesion.

Values
Trust
Collaboration
Creativity & Passion
Innovation
Empathy
Social commitment

Our role is to change the public's perception of what is considered "mental disease": we will

show how people living in hospitals are real artists and should be considered as such,

redefining them as skilled individuals closely linked to the audience. To achieve so, we will

transform mental hospitals into spaces where ‘’making art’’ is an opportunity for exchange of

ideas between people living there and professional artists. We want to make this creative

collaboration happen and share the results with the Art World, first by organising our artistic

workshops and art events, and achieving the organisation of our own Art Festival in 2025.
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Company Overview
Legal Entity of MinxArt.Lab

We are a non-profit organization registered as an association located in Luxembourg under the

Luxembourg Act of 21 April 1928. Three young and committed entrepreneurs voluntarily

getting together to serve a social and cultural cause.

Board of Directors2

Lisa Vigoni/ Executive

Producer and Director of

Finance

Bachelor in Economic and

Management of Arts from the

Ca’ Foscari University in Venice,

and a Master’s Degree of Arts

and Cultural Management from

UIC Barcelona.

Head of the Finance

Department.

Jennifer Pinto Pereira

Communication Manager

Bachelor in English (Language,

Linguistics, and Literature) and

in Sociology from the University

of Trier,  and a Master’s Degree

in Arts and Cultural

Management from UIC

Barcelona.

Head of the Communication

Department.

Weronika Piórek

Executive Creative Director

Master Degree in Visual Art

and Art Education from

Academy of Fine Art in

Kraków, and a Master’s Degree

of Arts and Cultural

Management from UIC

Barcelona.

Head of the Creative

Department.

2 See Annex 2.1 p.4 for further information.
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Our Ambassadors3

Our ambassadors are our representative voices who will help to spread awareness about our
organisation. Stania Fish, EDSUN and SUMO - employed by us - are Artists from Luxembourg
who will conduct our workshops. Maria d’Elia, Britt Bernard and Sandy Fitzgerald are the ones
who believed in this project enough to become our spokesperson and promote us, locally and
internationally, through their Associations. Our Advisory Board will be our mentors, helping us
directly within the association, but also active in promotion and networking.

Advisory Board // Christoph Pasour/ University lecturer and writer/producer;
Simona Martinelli/ Psychologist and psychotherapist;
Donata Beretta/ psychologist and art therapist

3 See Annex 2.2 p.5 for further information.
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Our ambassadors, advisors, partners, and sponsors are our polka dots.
Only together can we make a change and launch our project.

Partnerships4

Workshop’ participants

Workshop, exhibition, visibility

What we can offer our sponsors is visibility
and recognition. For exhibitions, we will give
the sponsor a free booth. We will place the
sponsor’s name/logo on event promotional
banners and flyers, as well as in our
promotional gear. We will mention the
sponsor’s company in our blog posts and
social media posts and encourage our social
media followers to “like” or share the
sponsor’s content. All the sponsors will
receive from MINDxART.LAB publicity in
social media, and in our locations, visibility of
their logo in press materials, and during the
exhibitions and performances.

We aim to collaborate closely with our
partners, as they form the bedrock of
our organisation. We hope to
collaborate with patients from the
hospitals and to have the possibility
and consent to host events in the
facilities of our other collaborators. Our
associates will decide on ticket prices
for the hosted events, receiving the full
percentage of the revenues, as well as
1% of the sold artworks. Also, our
partners who own a catering service
will be able to cater the event while
collecting 100% of the catering
revenue.

Sponsorships5

Print communication

Art supplies, Advertising, Caterer

5 See Annex 8.4 p.55 for further information.
4 See Annex 5 p.36  and 8.6 p.57 for further information.
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Strategic Goals
Short term Goals
● Encourage patients in hospitals to follow their artistic

passions in activities outside of the hospital.
● Support access to creative arts therapies and

evidence-based programs in the arts and health.
● Reach 10 participants, collaborate with Centre

Hospitalier Neuro - Psychiatrique of Luxembourg and
produce 3 artistic workshops per year, accounting
for 144h in total.

● Reach 1000 visitors during our events by the end of
the first year.

Long term Goals
● Facilitate accessibility to creative spaces in the Art World for people living

in mental institutions, through an environment of well-being for our
stakeholders.

● To be engaged in national cultural events, providing opportunities for the
Luxembourgish people to engage with the arts.

● Honore and support artistic activities and traditions across the nation,
integrating arts into community life.

● Make our artists visible on the community level through national events, as
well as in the art market through art fairs, art magazines, and galleries.

● Organise the First Art Fair festival focused on mental health in Luxembourg
- 22th to 25th of May in 2025.

● Expand our association and activities internationally, creating a strong
network with Italy and a collaboration with the Art Therapy Italiana
Association.

Objectives
● Raise awareness and build trust of MindxArt.Lab among

participants, the general public, collaborators, partners and the
Luxembourg government.

● Give social, economic, and professional recognition to our artists
and contribute to the development of the recognition of the Art
Therapy profession.

● Create a network of emerging artists, first in Luxembourg and then
internationally, who can enter the art market and receive visibility.
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Market Research6

Mental Health Sector

The therapeutic global market has been on the rise

since the 1990s, and as the market continues to grow, so

does the number of people affected by mental health

disorders. According to Signal Care, 970 million people

worldwide suffered from a mental illness in 2017, and

today mental illnesses affect 84 million people in Europe.

Our association will be based in Luxembourg, which has

the highest overall incidence of depressive symptoms in

the EU. The Covid Pandemic 19 only made matters worse and as a result, taking care of our

mental and physical well-being has never been more essential than it is today. MindxArt.Lab’s

aims at working towards a more positive direction by communicating what is perceived by our

society as limitations - as strengths and creativity. Mental Institutions lack engaging activities

and the only few organisations in Luxembourg providing art therapy services do not work

directly with the hospitals. MindxArt.Lab will be the first to propose a strong collaboration and

a wide range of artistic workshops while focusing on accessibility and social inclusion.

Contemporary Art Market

In the last 20 years, the contemporary art market has undergone profound structural changes,

growing and expanding geographically, reaching 64 countries active in auctions. In 2020,

many collectors said that the Pandemic piqued their interest in the trade. Artworks worth

millions are sold on the art market and most of these belong to important contemporary

artists such as Yayoi Kusama or further back in time such as Salvador Dali, Vincent Van Gogh

or Edvard Munch. All these creative minds suffer or suffered from mental issues, spending

part of their lives in hospital. Yet, when we think about them, we don’t think about mental

illness, we think of their greatness as artists and their strong and undeniable presence in the

world of art and culture. Artistic representation matters, and MindxArt.Lab wants to bring

unusual and unknown voices and perspectives to the art market, always in need of something

new and exciting. Who is the next generation of artists?

6 See Annex 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 p.8 for further information.
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PESTLE Analysis7

Based on our research and findings, it is
fair to believe that MindxArt.Lab's entry into
the market would contribute to new
discoveries in the art world and offer
something new to the collectors, the
galleries, and the audience.

Besides, our association is prepared to join
the market on both a socio-cultural and
economic level. Luxembourg has a
well-developed and advanced health
system, as well as expertise in art therapy,
and the country invests heavily in medical
projects. The country has attempted to
develop globally in cultural and artistic

matters, financing Art and Culture and
encouraging new cultural projects.

The fact that the association arrives during
and after the Covid-19 crisis is another
opportunity since the global issue has held
everyone's well-being and mental health at
the forefront of their minds.

The vitality and favorable environment of
the non-profit sector will certainly support
us in the process, as well as the financial
facilitation along with the positive tax
environment for start-ups.

SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Young, dynamic international team with
diverse backgrounds
Innovative Project within the art market
Knowledge in social media and new
technologies
Activities based solely on the targets’ needs
Ongoing relations with potential partners and
benefits for the different stakeholders involved

Weaknesses
Low experience with only one Luxembourgish
member
Financial insecurity and dependence upon
public and private funds and sponsors
New on the market, therefore less recognition
and reputation

Opportunities
Possibility of fundraising from culture
and health industries
Growing engagement of Luxembourg
to invest in cultural projects
and health initiatives
Lack of direct competitors
Large cultural network in Luxembourg
Stable country economy

Threats
Possible barriers to entering the art market
Stigmatisation of mental health illnesses
Difficulty to reach mental health institutions due
to the administration and limitations
Vulnerable groups find it difficult to develop
trust

7

7 See Annex 3.5 p.13 for further information.
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Why Luxembourg?
Luxembourg represents our springboard:

● Central and strategic location in the centre of Europe.

● Partners with locations suitable for our target’s needs.

● Well-developed and advanced mental health system with some mental health

institutions already dealing with art therapy within them.

● Interest in developing new artistic projects and promoting cultural initiatives.

● Rising numbers of Art Fairs, Art Events and potential Art Collectors.

● Attractive environment for art-related finance and business activities.

● Already existing and well developed international network with other countries.

● One of our members comes from Luxembourg which is a great advantage.

Local (Indirect) Competitors8

MindxArt.Lab has no direct competitors because it is an innovative project that brings new

services to the Luxembourgish mental health system and art sector. Furthermore, the

organisations we identified that have some common ground with MindxArt.Lab are regarded

as potential future collaborators rather than competitors, Britt Bernard already being one of

our ambassadors. Seeing them as the dots we need to connect with our organisation in order

to achieve our long-term objectives and future development.

Fondation la Violette
Foundation la Violette supports people suffering from cancer to

improve their quality of life and/or help them endure their illness

through the use of Art Therapy.

Fondation EME
An Art Therapy Foundation which is focused on music, its goal
is to bring well being, inclusion and dignity to people who are
fragile or in distress while  respecting their diversity.

Britt Bernard
Artists and art therapists working  in Luxembourg and in Greece,

organizing seminars with small groups in Art (Therapy) to help

people to get to know themselves better.

8 See Annex 3.6 p.16  for further information.
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Target Groups9

Our exceptional artists
Our protagonists challenge the world
with their unique perspective, questioning one’s views of
reality.

Audience of public events
Citizens of Luxembourg and tourists: our visitors will be mainly from
Luxembourg; however as the country is also known for its many cross-border
workers who enter and leave the country daily, we expect to receive people
from the neighboring countries. Our events will also be of interest to experts
and collaborators from the art sector such as artists, art collectors, gallery
owners and cultural institutions.

9 See Annex 3.4 p.10  for further information.
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Marketing Mix and Communication10

We want to position our organisation as a trustworthy physical space where people feel safe

and secure to experiment with self-discovery and self-esteem through the application of arts

and creativity. We conceive ourselves as a people-first passionate association where we aim

to attract and engage our participants by creating trustworthy relationships. MINDxART.LAB

will be the space in which diversities and new perceptions will become the key to transform

experiences and feelings into pieces of art. Based on the three pillars of the MINDxART.LAB,

the following points explain how they will be positioned and represented in the market:

// Consciousness
// Inclusion
// Discovery

Product Price
Art Workshops Mental Hospital Patients = 25€
Public Events: Public Events = Free
Exhibitions and Performances

Promotion Place
Personal Communication Neumunster Abbey
Print materials Théâtre des Capucins
Advertising Kulturfabrik
Social Media Mudam
Presse, TV and Radio

People
Artists + Art Therapists
Customer and Sales Service
Influencers, Ambassadors

10 See Annex 4.1 p.18  for further information.
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Pricing Policy
One Price Policy: the same price for the workshops for all, namely 25€/hour.

For the mental health institutions patients: costs are covered by the national health institution.

Starting in 2024, we will collaborate directly with the art market, satisfying the need for artistic

novelties it is always looking for. Our aim is to sell the works of our artists and give them

professional, economic, and social recognition.

● Prices of the artworks produced in the workshops: 500€ for drawings and 1000€ for

paintings.

● Commission: 50% of any sold artwork.

● VIP pass to the shows for our Partners + the priority of buying the artwork.

● Cultural Events: partners providing us the space will decide the price of the entrance

tickets.

Communication Plan11

MindxArt.Lab is an innovative, professional,
committed association that builds a strong
community, creating the bridge between art,
people and well-being.

Communication:
4 languages:

Luxembourgish
German

French
English

(48,9 % of the nation's
population = immigrants)

2022 Focusing on online promotion and street marketing.

2023 Investing in: Media, PR, Social Media,
Street marketing, Crowdfunding campaign.

2024 Developing Social Media, Internal Tools, Marketing.

2025 Investing in Marketing and Communication,
Developing and adjusting Communication Strategies.

Share Communicate
Persuade Recommend
Motivate Offer

11 See Annex 4.2 p.20  for further information.
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Promotion
Word of mouth

Digital promotion:

Website www.mindxart.lu

Social media (Instagram, Facebook, Youtube) + Newsletter

Printing promotion materials: Flyers, Posters, Banners.

Events - to promote our services.

Press Release for important dates:

● January 2023/ Launch of the Project

● 2nd of April/ World Autism Awareness Day

● 15th of April/ World Arts Day

● 24th of May/ World Schizofrenia Day 23rd of July/ Birthday of the Grand Duke

● 10th of October/ World Mental Health Day

Distribution Channels12

Personal communication and distribution: art galleries, cultural centres, hospitals.

Print materials:
paper flyers,
posters before
the events.

Presse:

Radio and TV:

Social Media: Website: www.mindxart.lab.lu

Posters Campaign - 2nd to 26th January (2 weeks, 4 bus stops).

12 See Annex 4.2 p.25 for further information.
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Operational Plan
Timeline

Before launching the Project

2021 //  July - December:

Confirmation of the team,

Development of contacts,

Creation of the website.

2022 // January Identifying funds and Donors

February Legal Registration of MindxArt.Lab

March          Fundraising and communication campaigns

40% of the Budget Financed

November   Confirmations of agreements with Sponsors and Patrons

December   Online Crowdfunding

After launching the Project

2023 // Jan Promotion and launch of MindxArt.Lab

Opening of activities

April Receivement of other Grants

15.04 World’s Art Day: First Painting Exhibition

at Neumunster Abbey

22.06 Performance for the Grand Duke’s Birthday

January - October     Revenues from the Workshops

10.10 World Mental Health Day: Exhibition at

MUDAM

December Project evaluation and surveys

Preparation of the second cycle -- Year 2024

16



Locations // 2023

Venue Plan13

One of MindxArt.Lab' s main values is collaboration. Our

partners play a crucial role in the production of our

workshops and events, providing us the space and

facilities for free. We establish a collaborative scheme

that promotes each organization through emphasis on

networking as a tool for mutual growth and beneficial

connections. The partners for public events will decide the

price for entrance tickets since the revenues will be

allocated to them.

13 See Annex 5 p.36 and Annex 4.2 p 30-31 for further information.
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Technical Plan
We divided our major resources into four groups based on their
importance, from high to moderate to low.

Internet services
Web data storage

Sharepoint & Zoom Account

Mailchimp

Adobe creative suite

Cyber liability insurance

Venue for exhibitions and workshops

(outside associations and special events)

Materials for workshops: paints,

brushes, pencils, oil pastels, easels,

papers, crayons, pens, notebooks

Furniture: Computers, Printer,  Digital

Camera

Pens

Paper

Planners

Craft supplies

Posters

Flyers

Invitations

Walling divider (exhibition)

Screws

Hanging wire

White boards

Pinboards

Ropes

Easel with posters

Logistical Plan
Reliable and Good Suppliers: choosing the finest logistics provider for our company,

considering the cost vs. benefit, the quality of transportation and delivery, the fulfillment of

agreed dates, and the distance the supplier would have to cover.

Inventory Management: reaching an agreement with our partners and maintaining our

merchandise at their locations as well as rent exhibition materials, eliminating the need of

storing them.

Organize the Company's Divisions: communication between all areas involved in the logistics

process is critical. That's why we want to implement an integrated management software to

improve communication between the operation and the company's partners. Everything will

be tracked, from the purchase through the admission into the various establishments' stocks.
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Human Resources Plan14

The staff of MindxArt.Lab will be composed of: Board of directors, Artists, Art therapists,

Volunteers (for workshops, exhibitions, communication campaign). The Board of directors will

be employed in the association through a full-time contract. For other staff members, the

contracts will be collaborative and the work time will be by project or project agreement. For

each workshop we will need the presence of an art therapist and an artist; while the number of

volunteers has to be established according to the real demand of the project. Since we aim to

expand our association and increase in terms of activities and participants, we will involve

more experts and volunteers from 2025, especially for our first Festival.

Jennifer Pinto - Communication and HR Manager

Weronika Piórek - Executive Creative Director

Lisa Vigoni - Executive and Financing Director

Stania Fish - in charge of the drawing workshops.

EDSUN - in charge of the performing workshops.

SUMO - in charge of the painting workshops.

Art therapists from ALAtD Luxembourg Association of Art Therapists

Responsibilities: Supervising activities and helping participants when needed.

Supporting the artists in the workshops, but also educating them to deal with the

patients in the preparation phase.

Creating a collaboration with the artists in order to find the right approach for the

participants.

University students, Ambassadors, Advisory Boards

Responsibilities: Helping in the organization of public events and communication.

Representation of the association, promotion, visibility and network.

Advices and suggestions concerning the whole organizational process.

14 See Annex 6 p.39 for further information.
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Health & Safety Plan
● Avoid risks and remove their causes;

● Adjust environments in terms of ergonomics, facilities, and operating practices;

● Devise risk-prevention procedures; eliminate threats or, if it is not feasible,

reduce them to a minimum.

Our association's Health and Safety Plan is designed to reinforce our dedication to each

patient's and employee's health and safety, as well as to include safe operating procedures,

protocols, and practices for all surveying actions.

Accident Recovery

Both injuries, diseases, and near-misses will be investigated by the association to ascertain

the root cause and disciplinary action required to avoid such incidents in the future.

Medical oversight

Employers must either register with an occupational health service or have their own one. The

occupational health service provides medical supervision in the form of medical visits and

annual examinations.

Security

In order to ensure the security of attendees, we will contact the venue where the workshops

will take place and the security measures will be provided by the venue, as they already have

the infrastructure (security cameras, fire exit plan).

Sustainability Plan
Reducing carbon footprint - by being local and buying locally.

Reducing packaging - by packing art works in cartoons, and other recycled materials.

Non-toxic substances during our workshops - by using water-based paints, markers, and

other art supplies instead of oil-based ones. We will look for paints, clays, and crayons that are

colored with natural pigments derived from water-based paints, markers, and other art

supplies.
15

15 See Annex 7 p.42 for further information.
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Financial Plan16

Set Up Costs

Before launching the project, we will need to pay the costs for the registration of the association, the
trademark registration, as well as the communication and marketing of our organization, which we have
opted to cover ourselves.

Income Statement
To fund our expenses after the launch of MindxArt.Lab, we will require various sources of income.
Aside from our workshops, we will rely on grants, subsidies, and the sale of art works and tickets.

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2 Year 3

Revenue

Capital 2 227,34 € / / /

Grants / 85 000,00 € 70 000,00 € 65 000,00 €

Crowdfunfing / 5 000,00 € / /

Sales / 37 440,00 € 77 000,00 € 102 000,00 €

Total Revenue 2 227,34 € 127 440,00 € 147 000,00 € 167 000,00 €

Expenses

Registration 163,34 € / / /

Trademark 1 144,00 € / / /

Advertising & Communication 920,00 € 6 335,00 € 7 151,00 € 9 131,00 €

Materials / 25 046,35 € 38 092,70 € 44 092,70 €

Transportation / 3 000,00 € 3 000,00 € 4 500,00 €

Caterer / 1 600,00 € 1 600,00 € 2 400,00 €

Salaries / 90 071,64 € 90 071,64 € 90 071,64 €

Investments / 2 227,34 € / /

Rent / / 5 000,00 € 5 000,00 €

Total Expenses 2 227,34 € 128 280,33 € 144 915,34 € 155 195,34 €

Income Before Taxes 2 227,34 € 127 440,00 € 147 000,00 € 167 000,00 €

Income Taxes (%) 0,00% 15,00% 15,00% 15,00%

Income After Taxes 2 227,34 € 127 439,85 € 146 999,85 € 166 999,85 €

Net Income (Loss) 0,00 € -840,48 € 2 084,51 € 11 804,51 €

16 See Annex 8.1 p.43 for further information.
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Funding Opportunities & Supporters17

The funding for MINDxART.LAB will rely upon the diversification of sources using an “umbrella

strategy” oriented on public and private funds.

Our strategic plan sets out a four-year program of development in all fields, including

exhibition and workshop spaces, mental health support programs and experts, materials, and

marketing needs, with a possibility of expanding our services after meeting our 100% goal.

This development plan starts in the second year of the growth plan and lays out a roadmap for

fulfilling the strategic plan's budget requirements in 2023, 2024, and 2025.

Our criteria to apply to grants are social cohesion and transformation, education, and cultural

initiatives that promote access. We will also collaborate with private foundations, partners and

sponsorship in kind to have benefits as artistic materials, caterers, human resources,

locations, visibility. Besides, we will conduct a crowdfunding campaign and we wish to receive

donations as well.

FUNDERS 2023 - 2025

17 See Annex 8.2 to 8.7 p.50 for further information.
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Risk Mitigation Plan
The risk management for MINDxART.LAB will be focused on possible issues or incidents that

could occur during the activities or public events. Our plan is aimed at addressing operational,

financial, external and environmental risks.

Risk Category Risk Description Probability Prevention/ Remedy

Financial Low financing and
revenues from sales

Medium Ensure adequate cash flow projections;
delineation between expected, confirmed and
received cash flow; availability of members to
reduce their salaries and donate working hours

Financial Depending on public
funds/ reducing
availability in funding
supports

High Diversification of income and funding sources;
searching for other possible fundraising
strategies; getting experience in the initial stage
of the project; negotiations with sponsors and
institutions during the early phase; preparation of
fundraising campaign 2 years before the launch
of the project

Partners Inability to reach and
convince partners

Medium Constant communication and meetings with
those responsible; Active promotion to quickly
gather public support; searching for alternatives

Operational Not reaching the
mental health
patients in hospitals
and failing to
interact

Medium Personal communication to create empathy and
relationship; learning with experts how to
approach them; creating trust; asking experts to
propose our programmes

Operational Insufficient visitors High Publicity of the project and events earlier the start
date and through promotional events;
changement of price strategy; expand/review the
offer

Operational Preference of
participants to
remain in their
institution

High Possibility to conduct the workshops directly in
the hospitals

Operational Artists non
performance

Medium Agreement on objectives and motivation; regular
follow up by the board of directors; replacement
of artists in case of last-minute
cancelation/absence

Other Force majeure Low Force majeure clause in contracts of staff,
experts, artists, co-producers and rental
agreements; proposal of online experience to
maintain the audience
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Evaluation Plan
In order to measure the project’s impact and value generated for its participants and partners,

MindxArt.Lab will conduct surveys amongst its main stakeholders during different stages of

the project’ s life cycle to receive insights and collect qualitative data concerning the benefit

and satisfaction, as well as the sustainability of the project. The aspect of trust and quality in

our activities for participants and co-workers is what we care about most. In order to assess if

we managed to contribute to a new approach towards the concept of mental illnesses and

creativity, MindxArt.Lab will check the following points:

● Participation: Partnership with mental health institutions and workshops with partner

spaces in Luxembourg → We will have at least 10 different participants per workshop

by December 2023.

● Social Impact: Promoting the art of our emergent artists and selling their artworks to

give them social, professional and economic recognition → From 2024, sell at least 20

artworks to collectors and galleries, of which 10 will become part of exhibitions

external to the ones organized by MindxArt.Lab.

● Visibility: Organize public events to promote our artists' works and our association →

Reaching the art sector by participating in the Art Fair of Luxembourg by 2024 and be

published in at least 6 different art magazines.

● Growth: Increase the numbers of participants of workshops every year and of the

visitors for public events → In addition to Centre Hospitalier  Neuro - Psychiatrique  of

Luxembourg, we will collaborate with Hospital Center Emile Mayrisch by the second

year and we will have an increase of attendance rate of audience by 75% during our

public events.

● Operational sustainability: Financial sustainability of the association through our own

revenues and fundings → Break even by the second financial year.
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Future Outlook18

MindxArt.Lab redefines the concept of diversity. We build cultural and social bridges for new

and hidden artists, by linking them to the community through their creativity and creating

artistic venues. Supported by our partners and collaborators, our action will have a strong

national influence in Luxembourg, where we hope to establish and strengthen our association.

Once we have gained widespread recognition, experience, and reputation, we would like to

represent other voices in the art world and widen our bridge internationally, creating a large

community of artists. To ensure this upscaling, we will start by developing our network within

Italy. The expansion is achievable since Luxembourg has many cultural agreements with the

country. Also, one of the members of MindxArt.Lab has a strong network of contacts,

particularly in Milan, where the headquarters of the Art Therapy Italiana Bologna is based, of

which our advisory board Donata Beretta is a member. Furthermore, the Policlinico di Milano,

one of the most important hospitals in the Lombardy region, is already involved in art therapy

work for its patients. Together we can work towards international social projects, promoting

our artists globally and shifting the art sector and a wider audience. Two nations coming

together to use the power of art to raise awareness about different perspectives of the world:

we will redefine the perception of what mental illnesses are and creativity can mean.

As Yayoi Kusama once said: ‘’Polka dots can’t

stay alone. With one Polka dot, nothing can be

achieved’’. MindxArt.Lab may also be viewed as

a Polka dot; we cannot complete this project on

our own, and we need the help of the other

Polka dots to get stronger and construct a

bridge that could transform the future. There

are no limits, as we learned from Yayoi, and if

we believe in anything, we can make it happen.

Let's make it happen, let’s use the power of art

to shape a better future.

18 See Annex 9 p.59 for further information.
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